Abstract
Introduction
State financial management plays an essential role in state organization. It functions to manifest economic growth, stability and also income distribution in order to achieve the goal of a state as mentioned in paragraph IV Constitution 1945 . Therefore, refinement and reinforcement in state finance, especially in managing state finance is one focus in Indonesia. A recent data from Transparency International shows that Corruption Perception Index puts Indonesia in 90 rank with score 37. Corruption Perception Index of Transparency International is based on survey and report from a wide variety of stake holder towards corruption in public sectors. The indicators cover transparency in bureaucracy, citizen involvement, freedom of media, independent justice and also information access how public budget is used.
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Data and fact above show that the important thing of framework to identify the accountability of state financial management.
The management of state finance that causes state financial losses can be best described as two sides of a coin that contains two impacts of punishment at once. On one side, state financial loss is in administrative state law field; on the other side, corruption is in the criminal law field. Thus, the significance of this article is to provide theoretical explanation related to punishment that should be given seen from its responsibility: administrative penalty or criminal penalty. In broader sense, this article is also useful for law upholder and law practitioners to understand and implement two-sided responsibility in state financial ma- In contexts of administrative state law, government action is done by government officer. Position is an institution of a specified work formed for a ling period to which duties and authorities are given.
5 As a result, a position which is imposed by obligation allows to perform a law act. According to Johannes Suhardjana, authority is a right to govern by country or even government. Authority is a legal power that is based on the implemented law. The determination of duty and authority also considered in a position. It will be the measure whether the duty must be run as well or not. When the rights and duty do not run as expected, it is because of an action 1 that over the authority (detournemen de pouvoir) or the misuse of authority (misbruik van recht/abuse of power). As a legal subject, government is able to run any action either real or legal. The real action is the irrelevant action towards the law and it does not make any legal conse- quences, while the legal action is the action that can cause the legal consequences.
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Based on what mentioned above, there are some elements of government law action, they are:
9 first, the action run by the government suited its position, the ruler or as the set of government, with the initiative and the responsibility. Second, the action is intended for running the function of government. Third, the intent of the action is a form of the access to affect the legal consequence of state administration. Fourth, the action is performed in order to maintain the importance of state and its people. Fifth, the action must be based on the legislation.
If the government legal action does not have the legislation as the guidance, it is called as onbevoeged. The scopes of onbevoeged itself are:
10 first, the absolute incompetentie. It relates to the substance of authority or a matter about attribution, delegates, and mandate. Second, relatieve incompetentie. The relatieve incompetentie relates to the time and place. For example, the territorial deconstruction (not the city A but the city B who has the authority) or relates to the deconstruction of the apparatus workers of central government (e.g. the city that must be checked is city A not B).
Onbevoeged can happen when: 11 first, It does not have territory authority (onbevoegdheid rational loci or onbevoegdheid naar plaats). Second, it does not have temporal authority (onbevoegdheid rational temporis or onbevoegdheid naar tijd). Third, it does not have material authority (onbevoegdheid rational materie or onbevoegdheid naar materie).
Seeing from the legality, the officer acts cover three factors; first, authority. Every act performed by government officers must be based on the legal authority. Moreover, the authority can be reached by three aspects; Attribution, Delegates, and Mandate. Second, procedure. After holding the authority to act, the 8 Ibid. 
Official Responsibility of State Financial Management
The quality of government officers act is influenced by the officer's personality. However, the official responsibility they have will always attach to them. The time of giving the authority to the government officers is also the time to report on how the responsibility of the officers itself. Accordingly, in Administrative Law, the official responsibility and personal responsibility is different.
The official responsibility relates to the legality of government act. In Administrative Law, the legality of government act is related to the approach towards the government authority while the personal responsibility relates to the functionary approach or behavior approach in Administrative Law. Besides, the personal responsibility also linked to maladministration in using the authority. The comparison between official responsibility and personal responsibility is shown in table 1.
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Considering the explanation above, there is a separation of official responsibility and personal responsibility related to financial loss in State Financial management by state officials. The two distinguishing factors are first, presence or absence of maladministration and second, 14 from the abuse of power (detournement de pouvoir), the arbitrary (willekeur) and the act beyond the power (Ultra vires).
The writers propose that the administrative abuse is the main determiner or the first entrance for detection if what they do belong to official responsibility or not. In other words, the separation of official and personal responsibility is firstly identified by the presence or absence of maladministration. Detecting maladministration can be done through abuse of power (detournement de pouvoir) and the arbitrary (willekeur) and also tested with the parameters of the general principles of the best government (algemene beginselen van behookrijk bestuur) which is then subsequently specified into acts against law, authority misuse, a chance or tools that exist on that because of 13 Indrawati, "Prinsip Good Financial Governance dalam Pengelolaan Keuangan Negara dalam Rangka Mewujudkan Clean Governance", Jurnal Perspektif, Vol XVII No. 3, September 2012, p. 201. 14 Hernold Ferry Makawimbang, op.cit, p. 84 position and ranking, potentially state financial loss.
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The next is investigators (e.g. Police, Indonesia's Corruption Eradication Commission and attorney office) that will search and investigate: the presence of mens rea (bad intention), for instance, motive or the intention to enrich themselves, the other, their community or their corporation/company.
National Audit Board Reports as a Measurement to Determine the Official Responsibilities and Personal Responsibilities
Reports of National Audit Board includes financial audit, performance audit and particular audit for specific purposes of which the final result stating whether an governmental institution conducts corruption which loses state finance or not. The report contains four opinions that can be given by supervisor in the name of National Audit Board: first, the best opinion is Unqualified Opinion; second, the second best opinion is Qualified Opinion; third, the worst opinion is Adverse Opinion; forth, is Disclaimer Opinion.
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The Evaluation Report of National Audit Board which indicates the occurrence of state financial losses and causes accountability in administration is Qualified Opinion. This audit is given because, despite its potential mistake, it did not affect the rationality of report. Meanwhile, the audit report which indicates the occurrence of state financial losses and causes accountability in crime is Adverse Opinion. This is given because the auditor convince, based on the evidences, that there are many incorrect materials in the evaluation report. It means the evaluation report did not depict the financial condition correctly and many indications of administrative fault.
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Thus, the National Audit Board report is the main instrument to know whether the officials action in managing the state finance lose the state finance or not. It can also be used to identify separation of official responsibility and personal responsibility.
Although the result of The Evaluation Report of National Audit Board is administrative and not Pro Justitia, it can identify the maladministration which leads to corruption. This corresponds to Article 187 Law of Criminal Code Procedures that The Evaluation Report of National Audit Board is categorized as evidence that can be used by investigators (Police, Corruption Eradication Commission, and Attorney) and will be presented in the court. In the meantime, from the perspective of Administra- The National Audit Board Report in order to determine the level of sanctions/penalties in the context of state financial management has the following functions: first, indicator of state financial losses; secondly, determining the transition/transfer of official responsibilities (administration) to personal (criminal) responsibility in relation to the findings of unlawful acts, misuse of authority, opportunity or means available to him by title or position.
In the investigation and prosecution process, the Audit Report can be used as a starting point to separate official responsibilities from personal responsibilities. Therefore, it will be easier to identify and construct elements of the country's financial losses whether they deemed under the category of corruption or category of administration.
Conclusion
The state financial management that causes financial losses has legal implications of personal responsibility and official responsibilities. The official responsibilities relate to the legality (legitimacy) of governmental acts while personal responsibilities relate to a functional approach or behavioral approach in administrative law. There is a separation of personal res- ponsibility and official responsibilities in relation to losses in state financial management by government officials. Two elements or factors that clearly become the separator and distinguishing factors are maladministration and the presence of mens rea.
The Nattional Audit Board Report is used as an indicator, not only to detect any state financial loss in the context of state financial management, but also to determine the transition/transition the official responsibility (administration) to personal (criminal) responsibility in relation to the findings of unlawful acts, misuse of authority, opportunity or means available to him due to any position. This is in line with the concept that the settlement of state financial losses in the dimensions of the State Administration Law principally oriented towards the restoration of the country's financial losses, although it may be applied cumulatively with other sanctions: criminal sanctions, administration and civil.
